Study Rooms & All-Night Study

University Conference Center
Titan Student Union
TSU-121
657-278-5867
tsonline@fullerton.edu
http://tucc.fullerton.edu

- Unused TSU Meeting Rooms are available to check out during Operating Hours by groups of 3 or more students.

- Rooms will be available only when 3 or more students are present, and all present current valid CSUF ID. No advance reservations are possible.

- Rooms will be checked out for up to 4 hours at a time, if available.

- Rooms can be checked out through the Operations Desk near Ontiveros, or ask the TSU Information Desk in the main lobby or University Conference Center to page a manager.

- During All-Night Study, rooms are open to the Public 6:00am-3:00pm. No reservations are necessary. First come, first served.

- During All-Night Study, beginning at 4:00pm, rooms are available for checkout from the night manager stationed in the Stearns room. Look for the sign in the TSU Courtyard.

- During All-Night Study, there may be times when you will be asked to move so that the meeting rooms can be cleaned.

- During All-Night Study, certain rooms may not be available for group checkout.